SPACESAVER ROTARY STORAGE SYSTEMS
BACK-TO-BACK STORAGE TURNS ANY SPACE INTO SMART SPACE.

It’s a STORAGE REVOLUTION. We've designed a modular
unit that rotates to OPEN OR CLOSED and transforms any
space into high capacity, high access, MONEY-SAVING
SMART SPACE
.

ACCESSIBILITY

More information, more types of media, more heights,
more applications, more productivity…and it's all at your
fingertips or a simple rotation away. Right where you need
it the most. Access your important materials from one side
or both sides…it's up to you and your floor space.
Place rotary units next to a wall or panel, as a room divider;
build into an alcove; GET MORE FOR YOUR MONEY. Spacesaver
Rotary Storage Systems are ADA compliant as well.

INCREASED CAPACITY
8 LATERAL FILES
@ 36 sq. ft.

11 VERTICAL FILES
@ 41.25 sq. ft.

Increase storage capacity
UP TO 400% over conventional drawer
files. Decrease storage expense.
Eliminate off-site storage.
Improve efficiency and productivity.
3 ROTARY UNITS @ 17 sq. ft. Upgrade to the new storage standard.
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FLEXIBILITY…NOW AND FOREVER

Spacesaver Rotary Storage Systems incorporate an Units, and the industry leading Full Adder Unit.
open architecture design to house all your current Accessorize any unit to meet your individual
storage requirements, plus unforeseen needs in thestorage needs now and later. Twelve standard
future. Expand easily with Starter Units, Adder heights are twice THE INDUSTRY AVERAGE
.

STARTER

LETTER 25"
LEGAL 31"

LETTER 25"
LEGAL 31"

LETTER 25"
LEGAL 31"

THREE MODULAR UNITS
ADDER

LETTER 36-1/2"
LEGAL 45-1/4"

FULL ADDER

LETTER 36-1/2"
LEGAL 45-1/4"

LETTER 30-3/4"
LEGAL 38-1/8"

STARTER

ADDER

FULL ADDER

The first cabinet in any row
of Spacesaver Rotary Storage
units is always a Starter. This
unit can stand alone, or
Adder units can be
connected to either side.
Technologically superior to
any rotating storage system,
Spacesaver Rotary Storage
accessories will conveniently
store all your information
effectively and efficiently in
any of our 12 heights.

Save valuable floor space by
expanding capacity with
Adders. Sharing the rotation
space with its neighbor, the
Adder reduces the necessary
floor space of a Starter by 6
inches in width. The number
of Spacesaver Rotary Storage
units that can be connected
together is limited only by the
physical constraints of your
space plan. For the ultimate in
versatility, any Adder can be
transformed into a Starter for
additional flexibility.

Where active files demand
increased accessibility, the Full
Adder allows the freedom of
simultaneous access to adjoining
units. Connected to a Starter, the
Full Adder does not share rotation space with its neighbor, but
it does share the flexibility of all
Spacesaver Rotary Storage units.
And like an Adder, the Full Adder
can be converted to a Starter.

HEIGHTS:

3-Tier

4-Tier

4-Plus

5-Tier

5-Plus

6-Tier

6-Plus

7-Tier

7-Plus

8-Tier

8-Plus

9-Tier

41 5/8”

503/8”

55 3/8”

607/8”

661/8”

713/8”

76 5/8”

82”

89”

921/2”

973/4”

103”
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